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Eat what is good. an d. your soul will d.lightitself in fat, perfectly

all righ , but I think that the Hebrew has a little more of the idea

of carrying ± clear through the exhortation. Or k the King James

said . It's an ax exhortation ...one of the outstanding instances of it

will be found in book of Genesis ..each one x is good, so that your soul

can delight itself in fat, or c as the King James sat, Let your soul± delight

44.4 itself in fat. I4Le_&ke But I think that the ..has a littd.e more of

the 4.a idea of carrying through, of the exhorztation, - and eat what is good.

so that the- your soul may delight itself in fat. Or, as the King James said

and let your soult delight-44¬.e- itself ...it's l4eklike--one of the outstanding

instances of it is found in the book of Genesis where Josej2~4a&" ..tells his

brothers what to do . and he ...h. means this ...so if you take it as a simple

future ...but you got a littals more of the hortot ..and it is sort of in

between. All right then, Mr. Lee. as far as the form is e4 concerned you

cannot tell whether it is jussive or ...the form will be identical . You

can take it as..or you can I take it as... 1 think that it is f perfectly all

right, I think that a Jussive is a little bit better. Yes, the imperfect is

often-but in ...you delight yourself in fatness. That is not the command.,

the command. is. .L&ed.it- Listen to me and by so doing , take advantage of the

opportunity, so it is in a way command.d., it is an exhortation. So ± it is

a jussive, but not quite what we would call a command. Number three, ...this

word. Natha...is something. .God. said that he brought the people up out of

Er1.t. It expresses force ores.- power. He is saying ...Stretch a± out --put

your z soul into it...because there is force in that , it means I want you to

--this is a very great opportunity that you have-in this case , whenit is

.and. since we have... come unto me.. It suggests rathe strongly that... it

also means the same thing, that .wk.-. would not be I ...but this verys. , Make

It come to me, and I think that would be pretty definite ...so come unto me...
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